
 

 

 

 

Narcos 

15 Set and filmed in Colombia, seasons 1 and 2 are based on the story 

of drug kingpin Pablo Escobar, who became a billionaire through the 

production and distribution of cocaine. The series also focuses on 

Escobar's interactions with drug lords, Drug Enforcement 

Administration (DEA) agents, and various opposition entities 

 

 

 

 

Elite 

15 The series is set in Las Encinas, a fictional elite secondary school and 

revolves around the relationships between three working-class 

teenage students enrolled at the school through a scholarship and 

their wealthy classmates.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Money Heist (la casa de 

papel) 

18 Set in Madrid, a mysterious man known as "The Professor" recruits a 

group of eight people, who choose cities for code-names, to carry out 

an ambitious plan that involves entering the Royal Mint of Spain, and 

escaping with €2.4 billion. After taking 67 people hostage inside the 

Mint, the team plans to remain inside for 11 days to print the money 

as they deal with elite police forces. In the events succeeding the 

initial heist, the group are forced out of hiding and find themselves 

preparing for a second heist, this time on the Bank of Spain, as they 

again deal with hostages and police forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

Alta mar 

15 Following the death of their father, sisters Eva and Carolina 

Villanueva travel on the ocean liner, Bárbara de 

Braganza (formerly Covadonga), en route from Spain to Brazil in the 

late 1940s. They become embroiled in investigating mysterious on-

board deaths, a secret microfilm, and hidden Nazi gold. 

 

 

 

 

Ingobernable 

15 Kate del Castillo plays the fictional First Lady of Mexico, Emilia 

Urquiza, and Erik Hayser plays the fictional President of Mexico, 

Diego Nava. The presidential couple push for internal peace in their 

country, but this is made difficult as unforeseen challenges emerge, 

and a major scandal begins to develop. 

 

 

 

 

Made in Mexico 

15 A reality show which follows the lives of nine young socialites living 

in Mexico City. Like with most cities, Mexico City has an exclusive 

club of socialites who sit atop the social pecking order. This series 

takes a look at some of the city's elite, highlighting their opulent 

lifestyles and infamous dynasties. 

 

 

 

 

The Minions of Midas (Los 

favoritos de Midas 

15 A millionaire publisher gets a blackmail note just as a reporter is 

about to break a story that implicates him. 

Netflix recommendations 

All of these series can be found on Netflix. Read the synopsis to see if any tickle your fancy! 

Remember to take note of the age rating and check with your parents/carers before watching! 
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Ocho apellidos catalanes 

(Spanish affair 2) 

15 Sequel to Ocho apellidos vascos - Some time after the events 

of Ocho apellidos vascos, Rafa and Amaia have parted ways and now 

she is dating a Catalan man named Pau. After having given in to the 

idea of his daughter dating an Andalusian, Koldo decides this is too 

much and ventures outside the borders of Euskadi for the first time 

in his life to search for Rafa in Seville and to convince him to try and 

win back Amaia's heart. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All for love (amar vivir) 

15 Rene, the leading voice of the Los Milagrosos group in the market 

place, meets the mechanic Joaquín, when he arrives in the city with 

just what he is wearing. They cross their destinies while fighting for 

their dreams, and they will soon realize that they cannot live without 

each other, even though their struggle to be together will be intense 

and painful. 
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